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Trace rare gases optical emission spectroscopy: Nonintrusive method for measuring electron
temperatures in low-pressure, low-temperature plasmas

M. V. Malyshev and V. M. Donnelly
Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

~Received 10 June 1999!

Trace rare gases optical emission spectroscopy~TRG-OES! is a new, nonintrusive method for determining
electron temperatures (Te) and, under some conditions, estimating electron densities (ne) in low-temperature,
low-pressure plasmas. The method is based on a comparison of atomic emission intensities from trace amounts
of rare gases~an equimixture of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe! added to the plasma, with intensities calculated from
a model. For Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions~EEDFs!, Te is determined from the best fit of
theory to the experimental measurements. For non-Maxwellian EEDFs,Te derived from the best fit describes
the high-energy tail of the EEDF. This method was reported previously, and was further developed and
successfully applied to several laboratory and commercial plasma reactors. It has also been used in investiga-
tions of correlations between high-Te and plasma-induced damage to thin gate oxide layers. In this paper, we
provide a refined mechanism for the method and include a detailed description of the generation of emission
from the Paschen 2p manifold of rare gases both from the ground state and through metastable states, a
theoretical model to calculate the number density of metastables (nm) of the rare gases, a practical procedure
to computeTe from the ratios of experimental-to-theoretical intensity ratios, a way to determine the electron
density (ne), a discussion of the range of sensitivity of TRG-OES to the EEDF, and an estimate of the
accuracy ofTe . The values ofTe obtained by TRG-OES in a transformer-coupled plasma reactor are compared
with those obtained with a Langmuir probe for a wide range of pressures and powers. The differences inTe

from the two methods are explained in terms of the EEDF dependence on pressure.@S1063-651X~99!14111-4#

PACS number~s!: 52.70.2m, 52.80.2s
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electron temperature (Te) is arguably the most im-
portant parameter for low-pressure, high-density plasm
used in microelectronics manufacturing. It governs the ra
of ionization, dissociation, and excitation processes in
plasmas. It also determines potentials, and therefore flu
and energies of charged particles. Much effort has been s
to create plasmas with lowerTe to minimize etching profile
anomalies such as ‘‘notching’’~horizontal attack of
polycrystalline-Si~poly-Si! at the interface with the underly
ing SiO2 layer! and to reduce plasma-induced device dam
due to charge buildup@1–4#. With typical electron tempera
tures between 1 and 3 eV, a change inTe as small as 0.2 eV
can result in significant changes in plasma-induced poten
across the wafer and can make the difference between d
aging and damage-free processes@5#. Therefore, the precise
measurement and monitoring ofTe is a continuing concern
in plasma studies as well as in plasma-aided manufactur

The traditional tool for measuringTe is the Langmuir
probe@6#. Despite an apparent ease of implementation, h
ever, the Langmuir probe technique requires a return circ
and has to deal with low- and high-frequency plasma pot
tial fluctuations, magnetic fields, and insulating layers@7–9#.
It cannot easily be used in depositing environments and,
ing intrusive, is often a concern for reactor contaminati
Thomson scattering, a technique that is routinely used
plasma fusion research to measureTe , has recently been
applied to processing plasma@10#. These measurements we
extremely difficult, however, because of the relatively lo
electron densities and, hence, very low signals. The com
PRE 601063-651X/99/60~5!/6016~14!/$15.00
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experimental setup required for Thompson scattering m
surements is also not practical for most processing appl
tions.

Among the many optical diagnostic techniques for pla
mas, the spectroscopy of emission induced by the plasm
the most widespread method, due to its nonintrusiveness
ease of implementation. In processing plasmas, there h
been several attempts to use optical emission spectros
~OES! to measureTe or the electron energy distributio
function ~EEDF! @11–15#. The general approach is to com
pare relative emission intensities that are excited by electr
from different parts of the EEDF. These intensities are s
natures of the population of emitting levels by electron i
pact excitations, and their rates are the convolutions of
EEDF and the corresponding cross sections. Typically,
emission lines are observed, and the EEDF is assumed t
a Maxwellian, such that the electron energy probability fun
tion ~EEPF! is a straight line on a logarithmic scale vs ele
tron energy.Te is obtained from the inverse slope of th
plot. Te in the model is varied until the ratio of the tw
computed intensities becomes equal to the ratio of the
served intensities. In cases when both emission lines
from neutral states with similar energies and are theref
excited by electrons from similar parts of the EEDF, t
error inTe measured by this method can be large becaus
the uncertainties in the cross sections. A comparison
atomic and ionic emission intensities can eliminate this pr
lem if ionic emission is excited in a single, high-energy ele
tron collision with the neutral, but this assumes a Maxwe
ian distribution over avery large range of the EEDF. If
instead ionic emission is excited by electron impact exc
6016 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 60 6017TRACE RARE GASES OPTICAL EMISSION . . .
tion of the ions, then a determination of the absolute
density is required.

Recently, we reported a nonintrusive method to meas
electron temperature—trace rare gases optical emission s
troscopy ~TRG-OES! @16# that is more precise and robu
than the two-line OES techniques. In this method a sm
amount~;5% of total feed gas! of five rare gases~He, Ne,
Ar, Kr, and Xe! is added to the plasma, and from the relati
intensities of about 20 atomic lines,Te is determined by
comparing the experimental and calculated intensities.
population of the emitting states is modeled by electron
pact excitation from both the ground state and through m
stable levels that are shown to be very important. Th
atomic lines have thresholds of excitation from the grou
state between 9 and 15 eV and effective excitation ener
between 8 and 18 eV, ensuring high precision and sensiti
of the method.~The effective excitation energy can be low
than the threshold energy due to two-step excitation p
cesses through the metastable levels.! The small amount of
the added inert gas mixture does not perturb the plas
Unlike the Langmuir probe method, it is essentially non
trusive, portable, and applicable to any~e.g., corrosive or
depositing! plasma environment.

We have presented electron temperatures obtained by
technique in many different plasmas@5,17–19#. In this study,
we describe in detail the TRG-OES method, improve on
model for determining the density of metastable particl
account for gas transport effects on the relative number d
sities of the rare gases, and discuss the accuracy, preci
and possible limitations of TRG-OES. We also compare p
viously unpublished TRG-OES and Langmuir probe m
surements ofTe in a Cl2 transformer-coupled plasma~TCP!
system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The laboratory transformer-coupled plasma reactor~sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1! consists of stainless steel chamb

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the laboratory transform
coupled plasma~TCP! reactor, radio frequency power matchin
network, and Langmuir probe and geometry for optical emiss
spectroscopy. The drawing is to scale; the coil diameter is 15.2
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~37 cm inner diameter!, a He-cooled chuck equipped to ho
5-in.-diam wafers, and a 6-in.-i.d. flat-coil TCP-type anten
positioned just above the quartz window. The coil was po
ered through an impedance matching network by a 3 kW,
fixed frequency~13.56 MHz!, radio frequency~rf! generator
~Plasma-Therm!. The TCP power was varied between 10
and 1000 W. The chuck could be rf biased, but in the
experiments was electrically floating at a close to ze
~within 1 V! potential. The distance between the chuck a
quartz window is adjustable through the vertical motion
the chuck and for these experiments was 15 cm. A mixt
of rare gases~1% of each He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe! was added
to the Cl2 plasma.Te was measured by TRG-OES, as well
with a Langmuir probe.

A spectroscopic system consisting of a 0.64 m fo
length monochromator~ISA model HR640! and GaAs pho-
tomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu model R943-02! was used to
monitor optical emission from the plasma and measure em
sion intensities of rare gases lines. The spectral resolu
was ;0.7 Å ~with the slits of monochromator set to 10
mm!. Line-integrated emission from a;1-cm-diam cylinder,
;2 cm above the wafer, was imaged onto the spectrom
entrance slit with fused silica lenses. The relative respons
the monochromator detector was determined using a tu
sten filament standard lamp.

A single, cylindrical, rf-compensated Langmuir prob
~Scientific Systems, Ltd. Smart Probe! was used to obtain
current-voltage characteristics~I -V curves! of the plasma.
The probe was equipped with a reference electrode to m
tor and correct for shifts and low-frequency oscillations
the plasma potential.Te was determined from the exponen
tial part of the electron retardation region of theI -V curves,
as described previously@9,20#. Because the chamber wal
were stainless steel, they provided an excellent grounded
face for stabilizing the plasma potential by supplying ele
trons to the plasma during positive voltage sweeps on
single Langmuir probe. This also allowed the probe to
efficiently cleaned by periodically drawing large electro
currents to heat the probe tip. Consequently,Te and electron
densities determined from the Langmuir probe in this stu
are more accurate and reproducible than those obtaine
commercial systems with insulating walls@9#.

III. DETERMINING Te FROM TRG-OES

A. General considerations

The emission spectrum from a 1 mTorr Cl2 plasma at 700
W input power is shown in Fig. 2. The emission from th
plasma is dominated by atomic chlorine lines, many
which are off scale. Under these conditions, the stronges
all rare gas emissions is the Xe 8819 Å line, with the pe
intensity of;1.1. Other sample lines for Ar, Kr, and Xe ar
denoted in Fig. 2. Figure 3~a! is an expansion of the regio
near 7640 Å, showing a portion of the same spectrum c
taining emission lines from Ar and Xe. Figure 3~b! shows
this same region at 20 mTorr. As the pressure increases
intensity of the Ar line decreases relative to that of the
line. Since the emission from Ar is excited by higher-ener
electrons, the decrease in the Ar-to-Xe emission ratio refle
the fact thatTe is lower at 20 mTorr than at 1 mTorr. Thi
example illustrates the TRG-OES method.
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6018 PRE 60M. V. MALYSHEV AND V. M. DONNELLY
We determine the electron temperature by adding tr
amounts of rare gases~He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe! to the dis-
charge and comparing observed atomic emission intens
with those computed from a model withTe as an adjustable
parameter. Typically, there is no detectable emission fr
Ne or He~excitation energies.18 or .21 eV! in Cl2 plas-
mas. In cases whereTe is higher, such as argon or oxyge
plasmas, weak Ne emission is detectable, and further in
mation can be obtained about the EEDF at higher elec
energies@21#.

The procedure for extractingTe from the rare gases emis
sion intensities was described previously@16#. Here we re-
view this procedure and further expand upon it to provid
better treatment of the contribution of metastables. We a
describe a better method for evaluating the goodness of
model fit.

We record emissions from the Paschen 2px (x51 – 10)
levels of Ar, Kr, and Xe~see, for example, the atomic energ
level diagram for Ar in Fig. 4! as they decay to one of th
four 1s states. We adopt the subscriptsg for the ground state
x for the 2px states,m for the 1s3 or 1s5 metastable states,r

FIG. 2. An emission spectrum from a 1 mTorr Cl2 plasma at 700
W TCP power. Many of the strong Cl emission lines are off sca

FIG. 3. Partial spectra of Cl2 plasmas at 700 W TCP power an
pressures of~a! 1 mTorr and~b! 20 mTorr.
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for the 1s2 or 1s4 low-lying radiative states, ands for any 1s
state. Emitting 2px levels of the rare gasA can be populated
through electron impact excitation from the ground state@Eq.
~1!# or the metastable states@Eq. ~2!#:

A1e ——→
kg,x

Ax1e, ~1!

Am1e ——→
km,x

Ax1e, ~2!

or through radiative decay from the higher states that
initially excited by electron impact. This latter effect
called cascading and can be both pressure independen
pressure dependent@22#. Pressure-independent cascading
included implicitly in processes~1! and~2! where the appro-
priate apparent cross sections that include collision-free
cading are used~instead of the direct cross sections! to derive
the apparent electron impact excitation rate coefficientskg,x
and km,x . The pressure-dependent part of cascading can
neglected under low-pressure conditions used here and
general, at rare gas partial pressures,0.5 mTorr@22#. Like-
wise, radiation trapping of 2px→1s emission can be ignored
because of the low 1s level populations at these low partia
pressures.

The observed emission intensity (I Ax,s
) of the transition

Ax→As at wavelengthlx,s is therefore given by@23#

I Ax,s
5a~lx,s!Qxbx,s~nAg

kg,x1nAm
km,x!

5a~lx,s!Qxbx,s (
k5g,m

nAk
4pE

v0,Ax,k

`

sAx,k
~v !v3f e~v !dv,

~3!

where a(lx,s) is the spectrometer sensitivity atlx,s ,
sAx,k

(v) is the cross section at electron speedv for electron

impact excitation of levelAx from Ak @sAx,k
(v)50 for v

,v0,Ax,k
#, andnAg

andnAm
are ground-state and metastab

state number densities. The cross sections used for rea
~1! are those of Lin and co-workers@22, 24# for Ar and Xe,
and those of Feltsan and Zapesochny@25# for Kr. These data,
modified by small correction factors for the Kr values a
summarized elsewhere@20,26#. For reaction~2!, we used
cross sections measured by Boffardet al. @27# where avail-

. FIG. 4. Energy level diagram of Ar.
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able~for Ar! and by Mitureva, Penkin, and Smirnov@28,29#
for Kr and Xe, scaled for better agreement with relat
pulsed plasma measurements@26# and Born-Bethe calcula
tions by Winstead and McCoy@30#. The number density o
metastable particles (nAm

) is a function ofnAg
, ne , andTe ,

species concentrations and reactor dimensions, and is
cussed below. The ground-state number densities ca
simply be obtained from the input flow rates for the ra
gases. The number density for each rare gas is inste
function of its pumping speed by the turbomolecular pum
and its conductance in the tube and through the valve c
necting the pump to the plasma chamber. This import
effect is treated in detail in the Appendix. It is shown in t
appendix that Ar is transported at an efficiency of 1.6 tim
that of Xe. Consequently, emission from Ar is suppressed
that factor relative to Xe. All electron temperatures presen
below are corrected by factors computed from the proced
given in the Appendix. If such effects are ignored,Te may be
underestimated by up to;30%.

For emission of a photon by an atom, the quantum yi
Qx when Ax spontaneously relaxes to any lower state
given by

Qx5
t21

t211kqP
, ~4!

where t and kq are the radiative lifetime and effectiv
quenching rate coefficient forAx by all species at total pres
sureP. For the short radiative lifetimes of the emitting stat
~e.g., for the Ar 2p1 level, t521 ns! and at the low pressur
used in this study,Qx51. Therefore, since every populate
level is destroyed by radiative decay only, the rate of po
lation in the model can be directly translated into emiss
intensity. In Eq.~3!, bx,s is the branching ratio for the tran
sition Ax→As , defined as

bx,s5
i Ax,s

(
j 51

4

i Ax, j

, ~5!

where i Ax,s
is the relative intensity~photons/s! of emissions

from level Ax to level As , determined from these or othe
experiments or derived from quantum mechanics, and
summation in the denominator represents allowed transit
from Ax to all lower 1s levels, determined in the same ma
ner.

If an electron velocity distribution functionf e(v) can be
approximated~at least over the range of 10,E,20 eV! by a
Maxwellian with an electron temperatureTe ,

f e~v !5neS me

2pkTe
D 3/2

expS 2
mev

2

2kTe
D , ~6!

and if all of the other parameters in Eq.~3! are known, then
the relative emission intensities can be compared with o
computed from the model, withTe as the only adjustable
parameter. In principle, a comparison of experimental a
modeled intensities for just two emission lines can prov
Te . It is necessary, however, to use as many emission l
as possible to compensate for errors in the electron im
d
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excitation data, increase the robustness of the method,
possibly obtain an approximate EEDF.

B. Concentration of the metastable particles

1. Creation and loss processes for metastables

Since only the relative values of emission intensities
important in the model, we can express the densities of
oms in different excited states as a fraction of atom den
in the ground state (nAg). As will be clear from the analysis
below, nAg is always much higher than a sum of atom de
sities in all excited states and, therefore, can be assume
be given by the procedure described in the Appendix.

The total emission intensity (I Ap,s
) in Eq. ~3! is deter-

mined by summing over the electron impact excitation p
cesses from all lower states. For Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, the
are the ground state (1S0) and the metastable states 1s3 and
1s5 ~ 3P0 and 3P2!. The other two low-lying states 1s2 and
1s4 ( 1P1 and 3P1! have radiative lifetimes that are sho
enough@from ;3 ns for Xe(1P1) to ;30 ns for Ne(3P1)#
@31# to suppress their steady-state number densities, so e
tation out of these states can be ignored.

The metastable states are created by electron impac
citation from the ground state

Ag1e ——→
kg,m

Am1e, ~7!

or by radiative decay from higher-energy emitting states

Ax ——→
kx,m

Am1\v red. ~8!

In reaction~8!, we include only the emission from the Pa
chen 2px levels that are populated by reactions~1! and ~2!,
and neglect direct population of metastable states by op
cascading from levels above 2px , since these states ar
populated less efficiently than the 2px levels and, if excited,
tend to decay into 2px states rather than metastables@22, 24#.

Since, as discussed above, an atom decays spontane
from the 2px levels to either metastable~1s3 or 1s5! or
radiative ~1s2 or 1s4! states with almost 100% probabilit
(Qp'1), the rate coefficient (kx,m) for radiative population
of a metastable state in Eq.~8! equals the sum of the coeffi
cients for production of that higher emitting level times t
branching ratio (bx,m)] of decay into the metastable state
the total radiative decay of 2px level @i.e., kx,m5bx,m(kg,x
1km,x)#.

The metastable states are destroyed by the electron im
excitation @Eq. ~2!#, electron collisional deexcitation to th
ground state@Eq. ~9!#, electron collisional transitions to 1s2
and 1s4 states with a subsequent radiative decay to
ground state@Eq. ~10!#, quenching by collisions with neutra
speciesj ~includes Penning ionization! @Eq. ~11!#, diffusion-
controlled quenching of metastable particle at the walls@Eq.
~12!#, and electron impact ionization@Eq. ~13!#:

Am1e ——→
kqg

Ag1e, ~9!

Am1e ——→
kqr

Ar1e, Ar→Ag1\v IR , ~10!
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Am1Nj ——→
kQ, j

Ag1Nj , ~11!

Am→
kd

Ag , ~12!

Am1e→
ki

A11e. ~13!

Similar ~or simplified! calculations of Ar metastable
number densities~treating 3P2 and 3P0 levels as a sum! in
Ar plasmas were conducted by several groups@32–35#. The
most complete model by Karoulina and Lebede@32# includes
reactions~7!–~13!, but also considers metastable-metasta
@Eq. ~14!# and three-body collision@Eq. ~15!# quenching:

Am1Am ——→
k2m

A11Ag1e, ~14!

Am12Ag ——→
k3b

A2* 1Ag . ~15!

However, even at the relatively high pressure of;1 Torr in
their study ~and therefore relatively high concentration
metastable particles with respect to the electron density! the
contributions from reactions~14! and~15! were small. In our
case, the contributions from these reactions to the destruc
of the metastables at all conditions are less than 0.5%
can be neglected.

We compute the density of both metastable lev
(nA1s5

,nA1s3
), the sum of which equalsnAm

. This is impor-

tant for computing the emission intensities from 2px levels
that are largely populated through the metastable route,
pecially in cases where the cross section for electron imp
excitation from one of the metastable levels is much lar
than that from the other. The same destruction rate is
sumed for both levels since these rates are similar, or
measured for only one level or for a mixture with unknow
fractions of the two levels. Since the excitation rates into
two levels are different and relatively well measured, ho
ever, we keep track of their separate densities. Thus, the
of the density of metastable levels corresponds to the rati
the rates of electron impact excitation into 1s5 and 1s3 lev-
els, and typically isnA1s5

/nA1s3
;5/1. The cross section fo

electron impact excitation to level 2px from the metastable
levels is then expressed as

sAm,x
5

nA1s5

nA1s5
1nA1s3

sA1s5,x
1

nA1s3

nA1s5
1nA1s3

sA1s3,x
, ~16!

wherenA1s5
1nA1s3

5nAm
.

Solving for the steady state of reactions~7!–~13!, we ob-
tain the number density of metastables:

nAm
5

nAgFkg,m1 (
x51

10

kg,xbx,mG
(
x51

10

km,x~12bx,m!1kqe1ki1
1

ne
F(

j
kQ, jnNj

1kdG ,

~17!
le
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s

s-
ct
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where kqe is a sum ofkqg and kqr ; kQ, j and nN, j are the
quenching rate coefficient and the density of neutral spe
Nj . The rate coefficients for formation of the metastab
states out of the ground state are computed from

km54pE
0

`

sAg,m
~v !v3f e~v !dv, ~18!

wheresAg,m
(v) is the cross section at electron speedv for

electron impact excitation of metastable levelAm from the
ground state.

Published cross sections or the reaction rate coefficie
for reactions~7! and~9!–~12! have been previously reviewe
@16#. To calculate rate coefficients for reaction~13!, we used
cross sections given by McGuire@36#. Diffusion of Am in the
Cl/Cl2 gas can be approximated as a first-order process,
a rate coefficient of@23#

kd5DAmNj
/ l eff

2 , ~19!

where l eff is an effective length in the plasma, which is a
proximately the reactor volume-to-surface area ratio. The
fective diffusion coefficientDAmNj

needed to calculate th
rate of diffusion of metastable rare gas atoms in the car
gas@reaction~12!# can be expressed as

DAmNj
5

1

1/DAm

0 11/DAmNj

p , ~20!

combining a molecular diffusion coefficient (DAm

0 )

DAm

0 5
l eff

3
A8RTg

pMA
, ~21!

and a pressure-dependent binary diffusion coeffici
(DAmNj

p ). Tg is the gas temperature andMA is the atomic

weight of A. DAmNj

p was calculated using Lennard-Jones p

tentials@37#, summarized in an earlier version of the TRG
OES model@16#, and in a recent study involving diffusion o
Cl atoms in a Cl/Cl2 mixture plasma@38#.

We did not measure the gas temperature in this stu
From other published studies in similar systems, we assu
a Tg of 300 K ~the wall temperature,Tw! at very low TCP
power and 1000 K at a power of 1000 W.Tg was assumed
to be a linear function of power between these limits. T
gas number density was assumed to decrease in proporti
increasingTg . The total number density was assumed
increase with increasing percent dissociation~%d! of Cl2.
Combining dissociation and heating effects, the total num
density~ignoring the rare gases! is given by

ng5S Tg

Tw
D S nCl2

0 F1001b %d

100 G D , ~22!

where b'0.7 is a correction factor for mass balance th
arises from the difference in pumping speeds of Cl and2
~see the Appendix!.

As an example, we present~Table I! calculated rates for
population and depopulation of metastable states of Ar,
and Xe in a 10 mTorr Cl2 plasma at 430 W input TCP powe
Under these conditions,ne5131011cm23 and 74% of the
Cl2 is dissociated@39#. The columns in Table I represen
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TABLE I. First-order reaction rate coefficients for excitation and deexcitation of metastable states A
and Xe~10 mTorr, 74% dissociated Cl2 plasma;ne5131011 cm23, Te52 eV, Tg5600 K, l eff54 cm).

nekg,m ne(
x51

10

kg,xbx,m ne(
x51

10

km,x~12bx,m! nekqe neki (
j

kQ,jnNj
kd

Ar 1.87 1.03 8.133103 2.003104 1.693103 3.623104 8.433102

Kr 5.73 4.57 2.653103 1.803104 1.293103 3.623104 6.613102

Xe 29.87 6.15 8.663103 1.503104 1.693103 3.623104 4.993102
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first-order rates of, respectively, excitation from the grou
state to the metastable states, population from 2px states ex-
cited from the ground state, depopulation through excitat
out of the metastable states into 2px states with subsequen
decay into the radiative states, electron quenching to
ground states or radiative states, electron impact ionizat
quenching by molecular and atomic~negligible! chlorine,
and diffusion.

2. Dependence of the metastable concentration
on plasma parameters

Figure 5 presents the calculated densities of Ar, Kr, a
Xe metastables, relative to the corresponding ground-s
densities as a function of electron temperature for a 10 mT
Cl2 plasma in the TCP reactor described in Sec. II. Abo
we assumed that the total number density of all excited
els@40# is negligible with respect to the density of the grou
state. For the typical range ofTe’s the density of metastable
is less than 1% of the ground-state density, so this assu
tion is valid.

Another key variable in determining the concentration
the metastable particles is electron density. Figure 6 sh
number density of Ar metastables as a function ofne at
constantTe . nm,Ar is calculated for four different cases wit
Cl2 as the feed gas~Cl2 is one of the most commonly use
gases in plasma etching!. The left most dashed line corre
sponds to a Cl plasma~i.e., 100% dissociation of the Cl2 feed
gas! with the traces of rare gases. In this case, the destruc
of the metastables by neutral species~Cl and the rare gases!
is negligible andnm,Ar reaches saturation atne51011cm23

FIG. 5. Computed number densities~relative to the respective
ground state! of Ar, Kr, and Xe metastables in the laboratory TC
reactor~Fig. 1! at a Cl2 pressure of 10 mTorr for the range ofTe ,
with the other plasma parameters fixed.
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@see Eq.~17!#. At the opposite limit, no dissociation of Cl2
occurs, the metastables are mainly destroyed by collisi
with Cl2, and the metastable density increases from near z
at ne51010cm23 to its saturation value atne53
31013cm23 ~Fig. 6, the dashed line on the right!. The
dashed line in the middle corresponds to 74% dissocia
~measured at 10 mTorr in the TCP reactor described abov
an input power corresponding tone5131011cm23!.

The three dashed curves in Fig. 6 were calculated wit
fixed percent dissociation of Cl2. In practice, when the inpu
power increases, so does the electron density and the pe
dissociation@38#. The solid line in Fig. 6 represents the d
pendence ofnm,Ar on ne with a measured Cl2 percent disso-
ciation that increases with increasingne . In this case, the
metastable density increases from near zero to its satura
value whenne increases from 1010 to 1012cm23. Over this
range ofne , the derivation of the adjustable parameterTe
from a comparison of computed and observed emission
tensities requires knowledge ofne . Conversely,ne can be
treated as a second adjustable parameter, allowing elec
densities in the;1010– 1012cm23 to be estimated from the
best fit of the model to the data.

C. Procedures to computeTe from comparisons of observed
and computed emission intensities

The use of a large number~;25! of emission lines from
Ar, Kr, and Xe helps to average out random uncertainties

FIG. 6. Computed number densities of Ar metastables (nm,Ar) in
the laboratory TCP reactor~Fig. 1! as a function ofne for p
510 mTorr Cl2, and Te52 eV. The assumed values for perce
dissociation of Cl2 are~dashed lines from left to right! 100%, 74%
~measured percent dissociation at the input power correspondin
ne51011 cm23!, and 0%. The solid line represents a calculation
which the percent dissociation is also a function of electron den
~determined from experiments!.
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the electron impact excitation cross sections and o
sources of random error. The best fit of the model to exp
mental data is the best match of therelativecalculated inten-
sities (I l,calc) to the observed experimental intensiti
(I l,expt) at lx,s , i.e., I l,expt/Il,calc5a for all the lines, wherea
is arbitrary constant that is the same for all emission lin
~An absolute calibration of the spectroscopic system is
practical and unnecessary.!

Typically, we calculate sets ofI l,expt/Il,calc, assuming a
Maxwellian EEDF for eachTe between 1 and 8 eV with a
0.1 eV step resolution. Two methods are used to select
best of these 70 sets of emission intensity ratios and, th
fore, the best value forTe . In the first method, the weighte
mean values~with weights of individual ratios determined b
their uncertainties! of ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) for all of the lines, to-
gether with the percent standard errors(Te), are calculated
for each set. The percent standard error around the m
value is plotted as a function of inputTe for each inputne
~see Fig. 7!. The lowest percent standard error~or minimum
scatter! corresponds to the best match between the mo
and the experiment and hence the best value forTe ~denoted
asTe

min scat in Fig. 7!.
Along with the electron temperature, the model also

quires a value forne . If available, we use a value from
Langmuir probe or microwave interferometry experiments
such data are not available, we use an educated gues
both cases, we allow the values ofne to vary, typically from
ne,0/32 to 32ne,0 in increments of a factor of 2. The minimum
percent standard deviation~defined as above! is then deter-
mined for all the values ofne , and the set with the lowes
scatter for all possiblene and Te determines the finalTe
value. Such an approach eliminates the need to know
electron density. We refer to this as theabsolute minimum
scattermethod. The absolute minimum scatter of the perc
standard error~Fig. 7! determines not onlyTe , but alsone .
Because of the relatively large uncertainty in the cross s
tions of excitations out of the metastable states, howeverne
determined in this manner is not as reliable as the va
derived forTe .

FIG. 7. The ‘‘minimum scatter’’ method for determiningTe

from TRG-OES. The percent standard error of the sets of value
ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) for all lines is plotted as a function of the inputTe in
the model~for several differentne input values!. The experimental
intensities are those measured in a 2 mTorr Cl2 plasma in the labo-
ratory TCP reactor with 500 W input TCP power.
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From Fig. 7, the absolute minimum scatter of the perc
standard error is found at input parameters ofTe53.70 eV
andne53.131010cm23. The Langmuir probe data gavene
51.231011cm23 ~in the center of the reactor!, which would
yield a TRG-OESTe of 3.64 eV. Some of the discrepanc
between these two values forne is attributed to the fact tha
the Langmuir probe measured the peakne in the center of the
plasma, whilene estimated by TRG-OES is a weighted~by
emission intensity! line-integrated electron density that in
cludes regions of lower electron density near the walls. T
discrepency could also mean that the model overestim
the contributions from metastables in this example. Sincene
is introduced in the model only through the calculation
metastable densities and contributions to optical emiss
@see Eq.~19!#, it can be allowed to change, compensating
errors in the metastable cross sections. For example, if
contribution from the metastables were overestimated
cause their cross sections for electron impact excitation w
too high, then the best fit in the model would be found w
an artificially low ne . We can see from Fig. 7 that in thi
particular case, a reasonable guess forne is sufficient for
determiningTe , since the minimum scatter is obtained
Te53.7 eV, independent of assumed electron densities
tween an extremely low value of 3.93109 cm23 and a much
too highne of 4.031012cm23. In other cases, some depe
dence~usually an increase of never more than 20%! of the
minimum scatterTe was found over this very large range o
ne .

To estimate the absolute uncertainty ofTe from this
method, we calculate the uncertainty of the percent stand
error of scatterDs(Te) from combined experimental~impor-
tant for weak lines that have poor signal to noise ratios! and
theoretical~dominated by a 15–45 % uncertainty in the cro
section data! uncertainties, using standard propagation of
ror methods. Sample uncertainties of the percent stand
error are shown in Fig. 7 for points atTe52.7, 3.7, and 4.7
eV for ne53.131010cm23. The lower (Te

low) and upper
(Te

high) boundaries for theTe value obtained in the minimum
scatter method are determined from the equation

s~Te
low!5s~Te

min scat!1Ds~Te
min scat!5s~Te

high!. ~23!

From the lowest curve in Fig. 7,s(Te
low) ands(Te

high) each
define a solution of@Eq. ~23!#, at Te

low53.44 eV andTe
high

54.00 eV: therefore,Te
min scat53.70 (10.30/20.26) eV.

In a second method for determiningTe , the values of
ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) are plotted vs threshold energy (El,th) for
excitation from the ground state to each of the 2px level
emitting atlx,s for each set, corresponding to the differe
assumed values ofTe . A linear least-squares fit is then ap
plied to the weighted data of each set, and the slopes~and
their uncertainties! of the linear fit are determined~Fig. 8!. If
Te in the TRG-OES model is too low, the calculated em
sion intensities for the lines that are excited mostly by hig
energy electrons~Ar lines! are underestimated and th
ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) values for these lines are too high, while th
calculated emission intensities for the lines with the low
threshold energies~Xe! are relatively overestimated. Th
slope of the linear fit to the ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) vs El,th points in
this case is positive. If instead a too-highTe is chosen, the

of
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slope is negative.Te is determined from the set with a slop
equal to zero. The uncertainty inTe is obtained from the
standard deviation in the slope of the least-squares-fitted
and the boundaryTe’s that would provide zero slope within
that uncertainty. For example, in Fig. 8 thiszero-slope
method yieldsTe53.63 eV, in excellent agreement with th
minimum scatter value of 3.70 eV in Fig. 7. This seco
method does not have the capability of determining elect
density and requires a value forne as an external paramete
As with the minimum scatter methods, the value forne can
be an educated guess, or a measurement provided by L
muir probe or microwave interferometry analysis. It can a
be the value ofne determined from the absolute minimu
scatter method.

The agreement between the absolute minimum scatter
zero-slope methods is typically very good~; few percent!.
The final value provided by TRG-OES is a weighted avera
between the minimum standard error and the zero-sl
method.~In the example of a 2 mTorr Cl2 plasma at 500 W
power, the weighted average and combined uncertain
yield Te53.6860.24 eV!.

FIG. 8. The ‘‘zero slope’’ method for determiningTe from
TRG-OES. ln(Il,expt/Il,calc) is plotted vs threshold energies for e
citations~for several differentTe input values and a fixed value fo
ne determined from Langmuir probe measurements!. Experimental
intensities are the same as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Effective energies~defined in text! for excitations from
the ground state of several Ar and Xe lines as functions ofTe .
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D. Sensitivity of TRG-OES to the EEDF

The energies of the emitting 2p Paschen states of rar
gases used in the method are between 9.72 eV~2p8 level of
Xe! and 13.48 eV~2p1 level of Ar!. Consequently, one
would expect the TRG-OES method to be sensitive to
high energy part of the EEDF, since only electrons with e
ergies higher than these thresholds can populate these l
from the ground state. Let us define the ‘‘effective’’ ener
of an ‘‘average’’ electron that is responsible for the exci
tion of the emitting levelx out of the ground state:

eeff
g,x~Te![

^«vsg,x~«!&

^vsg,x~«!&
5

E
0

`

«A2«

me

sg,x~«! f ~«!d«

E
0

`A2«

me

sg,x~«! f ~«!d«

,

~24!

where« and f («) are the electron energy and electron ene
distribution function. Sincef («) ~which we again, for sim-

FIG. 10. Effective energy of excitation of Ar 2p1 and 2p9 levels
as functions ofTe . Dashed lines, metastables not included~as in
Fig. 9!: solid lines, metastables included~ne5131011 cm23, 10
mTorr Cl2, 74% dissociation!.

FIG. 11. Dependence of the effective energies of Ar 2p1 , 2p5 ,
and 2p9 levels on electron density.Te52 eV, 10 mTorr Cl2, 74%
dissociation.
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plicity, assume to be Maxwellian! is a function ofTe , the
effective electron energy is also a function ofTe .

The effective energies for excitation of Ar 2p1 , 2p5 , and
2p9 and Xe 2p3 , 2p5 , and 2p8 levels as functions ofTe are
shown in Fig. 9. In the limit ofTe→0, these effective ener
gies reduce to the energies of the corresponding levels a
the ground state or the threshold energies for excitation.
though the energies of the 2p levels are ordered

«2p10

Xe ,¯,«2p1

Xe ,«2p10

Kr ,¯,«2p1

Kr ,«2p10

Ar ,¯,«2p1

Ar ,

~25!
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one can see from Fig. 9 that the order ofeeff
g,x may change at

Te different fromTe→0.
As discussed above, the excitation of an emitting 2p level

can occur through electron impact excitation of one of
metastable levels that are also formed by electron imp
~from the ground state!. Such two-electron transitions hav
lower excitation thresholds and can be caused by low
energy electrons than excitations directly from the grou
state. To take the excitation out of the metastables into
count, we can define the effective energy for the excitation
2px level as
«eff
x ~Te ,ne![

^«vsg,x~«!&1nm^«vsm,x~«!&

^vsg,x~«!&1nm^vsm,x~«!&

5

E
0

`

«A2«

me

sg,x~«! f ~«!d«1nmE
0

`

«A2«

me

sm,x~«! f ~«!d«

E
0

`A2«

me

sg,x~«! f ~«!d«1nmE
0

`A2«

me

sm,x~«! f ~«!d«

, ~26!
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wherenm , as before, is the number density of metastable
a fraction of the ground-state number density. The effec
excitation energies decrease with the introduction of
metastables, as shown in Fig. 10. The effective energies
excitation of Ar 2p1 ~emitting at 750.4 nm! and 2p9 ~emit-
ting at 811.5 nm! are shown for two conditions:ne→0
~dashed lines, corresponding to absence of metastable le
as in Fig. 9! and ne5131011cm23 ~solid lines, in a 10
mTorr, 74% dissociated Cl2 plasma!.

The effective energy for excitation of emission from t
Ar 2p1 level is independent ofne and nearly equal to«eff

g,x

since the cross section for electron impact excitation of
level from the metastable levels is very small, and theref
the contribution of emission excited from metastable lev
to the total emission is negligible. On the other hand,
effective energy of the Ar 2p9 level ~to which the contribu-
tion from excitation out of the metastable levels is subst
tial! changes significantly. Consequently, while rare g
metastables bring a major complexity to the method, th
also greatly increase the range of electron energies con
uting to Te derived from the model. In the example given
Fig. 10, without the metastables, emission from Ar 2p1 and
2p9 would provide information about essentially the sam
part of the EEDF~e.g., 14 eV at lowTe and 20 eV atTe

;5 eV!, while with the metastables they reflect differe
EEDF regions~a 7 eV spread atTe.0.5 eV!.

Since the number density of metastables is also a func
of ne , the effective energy of excitation decreases with
creasingne , as more metastables particles are created.
ure 11 illustrates this point for the 2p1 , 2p5 , and 2p9 Ar
levels. In the limit ofne→0, nAm

→0 and«eff
x →«eff

g,x . As ne

increases, the«eff
x parameters decrease to asymptotic val

at highne , whennAm
reaches its upper limit.
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Finally, we show the entire range of electron energies t
are probed with TRG-OES. Without emission from He
Ne, this range is between the effective energies of excitati
of Xe 2p8 ~881.9 nm! and Ar 2p1 ~750.4 nm!, the levels
with the lowest and the highest effective energies, resp
tively. Figure 12 shows the effective energies of these lev
as functions ofTe and ne . For each set of conditions
(Te ,ne), the distance between lower~Xe 2p8) and upper~Ar
2p1) surfaces represent the range of EEDFs probed by TR
OES. The projection of these surfaces on thene50 plane~no
metastables! would provide the curves from Fig. 9. A
plasma parameters most relevant to processing, the rang
the EEDFs probed by TRG-OES is about 10 eV.

FIG. 12. The effective energies for excitations of Xe 2p8 ~881.9
nm! level ~lower gray surface! and Ar 2p1 ~750.4 nm! level ~higher
wire surface! as functions ofTe andne in a 10 mTorr, 74% disso-
ciated Cl2 plasma.
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IV. RESULTS FROM THE LABORATORY TCP REACTOR

Figure 13 presents electron temperature as a functio
power in 95% Cl2/5% rare gases plasmas for different to
pressures measured both by TRG-OES and the Lang
probe. Both techniques yield higher values ofTe at lower
pressure and higher power, but differ in manners simila
those observed for other inductively coupled plasma reac
operating at 13.56 MHz@5,17,19#. Te’s obtained from TRG-
OES measurements exhibit stronger pressure depende
and are lower than those obtained with the Langmuir pr
at higher pressure.

The main reason for the disparity between the two set
electron temperatures at high pressures is that they sa
different regions of a non-Maxwellian EEDF. Figure 14 pr
sents electron energy probability functions at different pr
sures. As discussed above, TRG-OES assumes a par
Maxwellian EEDF~straight line on the EEPF between;10
and;20 eV!. The Langmuir probe analysis also definesTe
for a Maxwellian EEDF by finding the best fit to the exp
nential part of the electron retardation region ofI -V curves
(3&E&13 eV). The EEPFs measured with the Langm
probe at 430 W input TCP power show that only the 1 an
mTorr discharges have a Maxwellian electron energy dis
bution. At higher pressures, the distributions increasingly
viate from Maxwellians through a depletion of the hig
energy tail. Thus the results in Fig. 14 explain the differen
between theTe measurements in Fig. 13. At 1 and 2 mTo
~nearly completely Maxwellian distributions! both methods
yield similar values forTe within their combined uncertain
ties ~we estimate an uncertainty of the Langmuir probeTe’s
of ;10–15 %!. At higher pressures~>5 mTorr!, however,
TRG-OES yields lower values forTe , sensing the depletion

FIG. 13. Te as a function of TCP power and pressure~1, 2, 5,
10, and 20 mTorr! measured by TRG-OES~solid symbols! and the
Langmuir probe~open symbols connected by lines!.
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of the high-energy tail. Also note that the spread in slopes
the high-energy part of the EEPF results in a stronger p
sure dependence ofTe from TRG-OES, while a weaker pres
sure dependence of the Langmuir probeTe’s reflects the
more similar slopes for the bulk of the EEPFs.

V. CONCLUSION

Trace rare gases optical emission spectroscopy is a rob
nonintrusive method to determine electron temperature
low-pressure, high-density processing plasmas. The app
bility of the method can be easily extendable to other pl
mas, since TRG-OES requires an addition of only a sm
amount of chemically inert gases and a spectroscopic sys
with an optical~visible range! access to the plasma. In pro
cessing plasmas, TRG-OES is the only~and, in most cases
better! alternative to the Langmuir probe technique, whi
fails in hostile environments and possesses a number o
tifacts. While the Langmuir probe samples mostly bulk a
mid-energy electrons, TRG-OES samples mostly the hi
energy tail of the EEDF~.10 eV!. This is the most impor-
tant part of the distribution, since these high-energy electr
establish sheaths and potentials across the plasma, pro
the electron part of the current to the wafer, and excite, d
sociate, and ionize atoms and molecules. With further re
ing of the rare gas cross sections, particularly those for e
tron impact excitation of Xe out of the metastable states,
excitation of Kr from both the ground state and metasta
states, it should be possible to derive EEDFs from TR
OES, as well as absolute electron densities.

Comparison ofTe values over a large pressure/pow
range showed good agreement between TRG-OES and L
muir probe methods for Maxwellian EEDFs in low-pressu
~<5 mTorr! plasmas with well-grounded surfaces~bare
stainless steel! exposed to the plasma. The disparity betwe
the two methods at higher pressures~5 mTorr and above! is
justified by deviations of the EEDFs from a simple Maxwe
ian distribution, through a depletion of high-energy ele
trons.

APPENDIX: CORRECTIONS FOR DIFFERENCES
IN RARE GAS PUMPING SPEEDS

The TRG-OES method requires accurate relative num
densities for the rare gases. It cannot simply be assumed

FIG. 14. Electron energy probability functions for 1, 2, 5, 1
and 20 mTorr Cl2 discharges at 430 W input power, as measured
the Langmuir probe. A straight line~indicating a Maxwellian
EEDF! is drawn through the 2 mTorr data.
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TABLE II. Gas transport parameters, pumping speeds, and correction factors required to correct r
number densities their different transport efficiencies.

Gas v (cm s-1) S ~cm3 s21! d(A) ~Å!
l ~cm, in

1 mTorr Cl2!
h(A)

(1024 g cm21 s21)

n(A)/n(Xe)
f (Cl2)520,

U51.65

n(A)/n(Xe)
f (Cl2)5100,

U526.4

He 12.63104 1.053106 2.18 6.54 1.98 0.405 0.241
Ne 5.613104 1.103106 2.60 5.79 3.12 0.542 0.448
Ar 3.993104 1.023106 3.67 4.37 2.21 0.659 0.591
Kr 2.753104 8.543105 4.15 3.90 2.50 0.853 0.824
Xe 2.193104 7.543105 4.91 3.29 2.24 1.0 1.0
Cl2 2.993104 8.913105 5.44 2.45 1.34
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the number densities are proportional to the flow ratesf (A)
~and therefore equal in the experiments described ab!
since the effective pumping speedSeff(A) is a function of the
gasA. The geometry of most plasma reactors can be appr
mated by a large vessel, connected by a tube of lengthl tube
and diameterdtube to a pump with a pumping speedS(A)
that also depends on the gas. Between the pump and ves
a throttle valve with inner diameterdvalve. For the system
used in this study,l tube546 cm, dtube518 cm, anddvalve
518 cm.

The effective pumping speed for the vessel is given
@41#

1/Seff~A!51/S~A!11/Ctube~A!11/Cvalve~A!, ~A1!

where Ctube(A) and Cvalve(A) are the conductances of th
tube and valve. The number density of each rare gas is

n~A!5 f ~A!/Seff~A!, ~A2!

where f (A) is the flow rate in (molecules s21)(1 sccm
54.48231017molecules s21).

The pumping speed of a turbomolecular pump is a fu
tion of the pump’s blade geometry and rotation frequen
( f ), as well as the pressure and mass of the gas. For
lighter gases~He and to a lesser extent Ne!, it is also a
function of the transmission probability@k(A)# and the pres-
sure in the fore line. If the faces of the pump’s blades are
a 45° angle with respect to the mean gas flow direction
the spacing between the blades is large compared with
blade thickness, then the low-pressure pumping speed is@41,
42#

S~A!5
vbF

4@1/k1vb /v~A!#
, ~A3!

wherev(A) is the mean thermal speed forA, vb is the mean
blade speed, defined as

vb5
4

3
p f ~Ra

32Ri
3!/~Ra

22Ri
2!, ~A4!

andF is the input area of the disk defined by the outer rad
of the blades (Ra) and the inner radius at which the blad
merge into a solid hub (Ri):

F5p~Ra
22Ri

2!. ~A5!
e
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For the pump used in this study~Leybold Heraeus mode
Turbovac 1000C!, f 5600 Hz, Ra510.1 cm, and Ri
55.1 cm. Using transmission probabilities of unity@except
for the lightest gases:k(He)50.69,k(Ne)50.92# @42#, the
low-pressure pumping speeds calculated from Eq.~A3! are
listed in Table II.

The most important reduced variable considered when
timating tube conductances is the Knudsen number Kn:

Kn~A!5l~A!/dtube, ~A6!

wherel(A) is the mean free path for a small amount of ra
gasA in the process gas. For the gas flow mixture used
this study~1% of each of the rare gases added to 95% C2!,
the mean free path for the rare gases is given to a g
approximation by

l~A!51/@&pngd~A-Cl2!
2#, ~A7!

whered(A-Cl2) is the diameter of theA-Cl2 collision pair:

d~A-Cl2!5@d~A!1d~Cl2!#/2. ~A8!

The degree of Cl2 dissociation in the plasma is largely irre
evant because~1! Cl recombination is fast on the stainles
steel surfaces of the tubing leading to the pump and~2! the
mean free path of a rare gas through Cl2 at a number density
ng is roughly the same as that for the rare gas in Cl a
number density of 2ng .

Molecular diameters determined from viscosity data@41#
are summarized in Table I. Knudsen numbers for the exp
ments described above and elsewhere@16,17,19,20,38# range
from ;0.01 for Xe in Cl2 at 20 mTorr to;0.5 for Ar in Cl2
at 0.5 mTorr. Gas flow is molecular for Kn(A).0.5, while
continuum flow occurs for Kn(A),0.01. Therefore, the ga
flow just spans the transitional flow regime between th
two limits under the conditions typically used in plasm
etching processes.

The conductance through an aperture in the transitio
flow regime is given by@41#

Caper
t ~A!5Caper

m ~A!F 101k1@daper/l~A!#1.5

101k2~A!@daper/l~A!#1.5G , ~A9!

where Caper
m (A) is the aperture conductance for molecu

flow, daper is the smaller dimension of the aperture,k1
50.5, andk2(A) is given by@41, 43#
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k2~A!5
0.5

A2p
S g~A!11

2 D 1/„g~A!21…S g~A!11

2g~A! D 1/2

,

~A10!

with g(A)5Cp(A)/Cv(A) being the ratio of constant pres
sure to constant volume heat capacities~5/3 for atoms and
1.325 for Cl2 at 300 K @44#!. The molecular flow conduc
tance through an aperture is given by@41#

Caper
m ~A!5pvAaper/4, ~A11!

whereAaper is the area of the aperture.
The throttle valve can be considered to be an apert

with a variable slit width defined as

dslit5daper[dvalve/U, ~A12!

whereU is the factor by which molecular flow is attenuate
by the partially closed throttle valve@determined experimen
tally with He at low pressures~;0.1 mTorr! or with Cl2 in
this study#. Consequently,Cvalve

t (A) @5Caper
t (A)# can be ob-

tained from Eqs.~A9! and~A11!, with daperprovided by Eq.
~A12! andAaper5pdvalve

2 /4U.
Transition flow conductance through a short tu

@Ctube
t (A)# is sometimes treated as a series of conductan

through a long tube@Eq. ~A11!# and an aperture@Caper
t (A)#

@45#:

1/Ctube
t ~A!51/Clong tube

t ~A!11/Caper
t ~A!. ~A13!

Although Eq. ~A13! has the correct asymptotic limits fo
infinitely long and short tubes, it has been shown to be q
inaccurate~5% error or more! for finite length tubes@46#.
Fortunately, the error introduced in computing the relat
number densities of the rare gases is negligible beca
1/Ctube

t (A) is generally smaller than 1/S(A)11/Cvalve
t (A),

and similar systematic errors are made for all of the r
gases.

The long tube transitional flow conductance can be
pressed as@41#

Clong tube
t ~A!5Clong tube

v ~A!

1S Kn~A!1Ap/2

Kn~A!11.235Ap/2
D Clong tube

m ~A! ,

~A14!

where Clong tube
v (A) is the long tube viscous flow conduc

tance, described by the Poiseuille equation

Clong tube
v 5

pdtube
4

256h l tube
~P1Pvalve!, ~A15!

whereP andPvalve are, respectively, the vessel pressure a
the pressure at the upstream side of the valve~dyn/cm2!.
Clong tube

m (A) is the molecular long tube conductance, giv
by @41#
e,

es

te

e
se

e

-

d

Clong tube
m ~A!5

dtube
3

3l tube
ApRTg

2mA
,

whereR is the gas constant.
The coefficient of viscosity,h(A), for a single gas is

given by

h~A!5
0.499m~A!v~A!

&pNAd~A!2
, ~A16!

wherem(A) is the molecular weight of the gas andNA is
Avagadro’s number. For a mixture ofn gases, the viscosity
is given by@47#

h5(
i 51

n
xih i

(
j 51

n

xjf i j

, ~A17!

wherexi is the fraction of each gas and

f i j 5
1

A8
S 11

mi

mj
D 21/2F11S h i

h j
D 1/2S mj

mi
D 1/4G2

, ~A18!

with mi andmj being masses. For computations of the re
tive number densities of each of the rare gases in the s
amount of the mixture added to Cl2, the viscosity of Cl2 can
be used with a negligible error. However, when comput

FIG. 15. Number density increases~normalized to the numbe
density increase for Xe addition! measured with the addition of 5
~solid squares! or 10 ~open squares! sccm of a single rare gas to
flow of ~a! 25, ~b! 50, or ~c! 100 sccm of Cl2. The valve was fully
open for~a! and ~b!, and partially closed such that the area of t
opening was reduced by a factor of 11 in~c!. Solid lines are pre-
dictions from the model described in the Appendix.
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the pressure rise caused by adding a small amount~say, 5%
or 10%! of one rare gas to Cl2 ~as will be done below to
compare model predictions with measurements!, the small
change in the viscosity caused by the added rare gas
cause a change in the viscous flow conductance that is c
parable to the pressure rise expected from the addition o
rare gas@; f (A)/ f (Cl2)#. The percent change in pressu
caused by the change in the viscous flow conductance wi
turn approach the percent change in the viscous flow con
tance when this flow regime dominates~at very high flow
rates and high pressures, with the valve mostly open!.
Therefore, the viscosity of the two component mixture m
be used in these cases. Equations~A15! and ~A16! are kept
in the simpler form to be used with the five-component m
ture, with A being Cl2 in Eq. ~A16!, h'h~Cl2!, andP and
Pvalve being Cl2 pressures.

The pressure above the valve is given by

Pvalve~A!5RT f~A!@1/S~A!11/Cvalve
t ~A!#. ~A19!
T

pl.

K

-

,
a

M

e
,

ol

A

l.

.

ill
m-
he

in
c-

t

-

Pvalve~Cl2) is obtained from Eq.~A19! and used to obtain
Clong tube

v from Eq. ~A15! with h'h~Cl2!. Clong tube
v is then

used with the equations above that are specific to the dif
ent gases to compute number densities of the five rare ga
These values are used in the calculation of electron temp
tures by the TRG-OES method.

Before giving correction factors for the rare gases un
some representative conditions, we present some closel
lated computed number density rises when a single rare
is added to Cl2. The model predictions are compared wi
experimental measurements in Fig. 15, for three Cl2 flow
rates. The model is in good agreement with the meas
ments.

Finally, number densities were computed for all of t
conditions used in this study. The extremes of these va
are presented in Table II, normalized to the Xe number d
sity to obtain the correction factors by which the numb
densities of Kr and Ar should be multiplied by to correct f
these gas flow effects.
.
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